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For the aerodynamic design of cycling products, it is critical to
understand how wind tunnel experimental measurements and
computational fluid dynamics simulations translate to real‐world
environmental conditions. This document serves as an introduction
and overview of AeroLab Tech sensor devices.
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OVERVIEW OF SENSING SYSTEM
Overview of sensing system
The main objective for AeroLab Tech’s sensor suite is to provide real‐time data on a
bicycle‐rider system. This includes a full characterization of quantities that are typically
available from a bicycle computer (ground speed, elevation, rider input power, rider
cadence, heart rate, road slope, etc.) as well as a number of advanced metrics: (i) wind
speed, (ii) wind angle, (iii) wind gust magnitude, (iv) coefficient of aerodynamic drag, CdA,
(v) coefficient of rolling resistance, Crr, (vi) current power to overcome drag, (vii) current
power to overcome the road slope, (viii) current power of acceleration, (ix) current power
to overcome rolling resistance, (x) estimated drivetrain power losses, (xi) humidity, and
(xii) air density. More advanced metrics are also available for research purposes but are
outside of the scope of this document (e.g., Reynolds stress correlations, metabolic
performance indicators).
The sensor suite contains a GPS sensor, accelerometer, gyroscope, barometric altimeter,
temperature sensor, humidity sensor, air pressure sensor including multi‐hole pitot probe,
as well as on‐board ANT+ wireless sensors for receiving power, cadence, heart rate, and
any other relevant peripheral ANT+ data. Optional add‐on features include body position
sensors, a custom inclinometer, and tire pressure sensors. Data is acquired from this suite
of sensors at an incredibly fast rate, and the rate of data storage is 2 Hz (5Hz and 10Hz
acquisition rates are reserved for engineering and research purposes). The sensors are
enclosed in a small form factor Nylon case with carbon fibre impregnation. An example
prototype case is shown in Figure 1. A Go‐Pro style mounting kit is provided for ease of
implementation and reconfigurability in the field.
Some aspects of the sensor system which are currently Patent Pending include: (i)
methodology and apparatus for wind and wind yaw sensing for a pitot probe in proximity
to a body, (ii) methodology and apparatus for determining rolling resistance coefficient
(Crr) in real time, (iii) methodology and apparatus for determining coefficient of drag area
(CdA) in real time.
Given that this sensor is moving beyond prototype status (from TRL 7 to 8), it is important
to establish our next steps in moving to a Consumer Product. You can consider this list as
our ‘to‐do’ list for 2018 / 2019:
1) (2018 ‐ Temporary) Establish ConnectIQ App for Beta User display.
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2) (2018 ‐ Temporary) Establish App for quick data analysis and demonstration for
the beta user.
3) (2018/2019) Reduction in size of casing and electronics by 50% with a hardware
and industrial casing design.
4) (2018) Wireless data transfer to Cloud storage.
5) (2018/2019): long term solution to item 1): Establishing partnership with head
unit manufacturer(s) to compete with the anticipated competitors (Notio, Garmin,
etc.).
6) (2018/2019: long term solution to item 2): Implementation of analysis
functionality in established software programs for training. Partnerships with
existing (established) training software such as TrainingPeaks, etc., are far more
attractive than establishing a custom software suite.

Earlier concept designs on placement:
prototypes were tested on both road
and triathlon time trial bikes.
This included methods to optimize
existing consumer mounts like the
quarter turn system and a stack
mounting concept.
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This technology overview provides a detailed description of the operation and use of
AEROLAB Tech sensors. The purpose is not to validate all aspects of the technology, but
rather provide an introduction so that all subsequent articles detailing validation test
cases can be readily understood. The validation studies that are presently underway or
near completion are as follows:
1) The effects of sensor noise on CdA accuracy using AeroLab Tech sensors (see
aerolab.tech blog).
2) Effects of wind yaw on CdA from field test data (data processing presently
underway).
3) Methodology behind computing Crr in real time (confidential algorithms with
patent pending status)
4) Effects of time averaging interval on CdA measurements and their interpretation
(confidential algorithms with patent pending status).
5) Comparison between wind tunnel measurements and AeroLab Tech CdA –
Establishing a gold‐standard for real‐time CdA measurements.
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Data Acquisition
In current prototypes, all data is stored locally on a microSD card that is easily accessed
and removed from the case. New features in 2018 for Beta testing will include wireless
data transfer. The data is written as plain text files in CSV format (comma‐separated‐
values). Hence, the data can be easily imported into programs like Microsoft Excel,
MATLAB, and Golden Cheetah for further data processing.
The current unit shown is an exceptionally advanced engineering sensor. The core
technology will be implemented into a consumer grade sensor that will be streamlined.
Also, the engineering sensor has lab grade electrical components and the consumer
sensor will be redesigned taking into consideration pricing and maximum added‐value to
the end consumer.

Figure 1 – AEROLAB Tech prototype sensing system.

Top ‐ microSD card and access
Bottom ‐ Consumer mock‐up with
turn lock mount
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Calibration and Real‐time Operation
AeroLab Tech’s vision is to provide a value‐add to the consumer. As a result, we believe it
is critical for real‐time feedback to be displayed. Early prototypes from AeroLab contained
a wired display for real‐time viewing of quantities like wind speed, wind angle, coefficient
of drag area (CdA), etc. (see Figure 2). When the rider completes each lap, or stops briefly
to rest, the screen will switch to display the average quantities for the entire ride, and the
program ceases is data collection (i.e., it is automatically paused until movement is
detected again). This is similar to an auto pause feature displaying key values.
We are in the process of implementing a Garmin Connect IQ app for beta testing purposes.

Figure 2 – Prototype wired display in real‐time operation.
Calibration of the AeroLab Tech sensor is critical to its function. Luckily, the calibration
procedure is straightforward, and takes less than 30 seconds. Assuming the user has
successfully mounted the AeroLab Tech sensor to the bicycle and is satisfied with its
positioning (see for example, Figures 1 and 3), the user should complete the following
steps:
1. The bicycle does not need to be on perfectly level ground. That said, it is suggested
that the user has the bicycle in an upright position.
2. Turn on the sensor unit and the Garmin head unit. LED indicators on the sensor
will show that calibration is counting down.
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3. We suggest the user positions the bicycle in a wind‐sheltered area and may also
cup their hand in front of the sensor (do not plug or touch the pitot tube ports
during this process).
4. Keep the bicycle and sensor approximately stationary during the calibration
countdown. Once the countdown is complete, the sensor system is ready to begin
recording your ride.

Important notes about the calibration and real‐time operation:
1. One
of
the
biggest
challenges in using any
wind sensing device are
the effects of blockage and
local
static
pressure
sensitivity. Each AEROLAB
Tech multi‐hole probe is
calibrated based on wind
tunnel data with a model
cyclist taken across a wide
range of wind speeds (0‐
90kph) and wind yaw
angles (‐35 to 35 degrees).
A model for the calibration
is then used for field‐based
measurements.

Figure 3 – Prototype AEROLAB Tech sensor in
operation.

2. For Ideal Wind Sensing: Since there is no guarantee that the model cyclist and
sensor position used in the wind tunnel calibration will match the user experience
(tall vs small riders; low vs high sensor position; etc), the AeroLab Tech wind
sensor will automatically adjust its calibration coefficients based on collected ride
data. It is suggested that the rider complete a short 5km calibration ride to start.
An out and back course on a calm day will ensure that the average wind and
ground speed information coincides. Once the looped ride has been completed,
simply stop for a few minutes – LED indicators will be used to show that
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calibration coefficients have been adjusted. The user can then continue for all
future rides using the same calibration. If the sensor system is moved to a different
bicycle or different position on the bicycle, it is suggested that the calibration ride
be carried out again.
3. Coming in 2018/2019 – body position sensing: Similar to point 2 above, when a
rider changes his/her body position, the local static pressure field upstream of the
rider becomes altered. AeroLab Tech has developed a simple body position sensor
that will allow the wind sensing unit to continuously adjust its calibration based on
the rider position relative to the wind sensor. The algorithms used to do this in
real‐time have been tested and will be implemented on all AeroLab Tech sensors in
2018.
4. When applying the brakes the
AeroLab Tech sensor system will
interpret this as a sudden increase in
drag/friction forces. Algorithms are
used to detect when the rider is
applying the brakes and in many cases
this enables the CdA and Crr
coefficients to be unaltered. However,
depending on the severity of the
braking you may experience artificial
increases in your CdA and Crr
coefficients. Please keep this in mind
during body position and equipment
testing.
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Sample Data and Analysis
RIDE WITH RAY MAKER
Reflecting on the article published by Ray with a first look at AeroLab Tech sensors
(Figure 4), we thought it would be best to first view and analyze some of his collected ride
data. Our test protocol used on this ride was a 10km loop (Figure 5), containing only right‐
handed turns. A team car was used to control each of the intersections and ensure that
braking was avoided (applying the brakes will act as a momentum sink, and cause CdA
and Crr to artificially increase). Ray was time‐constrained, so we did two 10km laps. A
summary of the test protocol:
Pre‐Ride: Mount sensors and calibrate
Lap 1: Solo riding, familiarize yourself with the display fields.
Lap 2: Play around with some drafting effects.
Post‐Ride: Drive to the ANT+ Symposium and drink beer.

Figure 4 – Ray Maker looking at some drafting effects on CdA at t = 14 [min].
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Figure 5 – Test protocol GPS map.

LAP 1 DATA
All data shown in this section is provided with 30 second smoothing.
The top plot in Figure 6 shows ground speed and wind speed data from Lap 1. It is
important to recognize that Ray simply got on the bike, turned the system on, waited for
the calibration to finish, and started riding. There was no calibration ride for the wind
sensor (prior to this ride, that sensor was mounted on a road bike in a completely
different position relative to the rider). We did this intentionally to demonstrate how any
given rider can affect the wind sensor measurement no matter how fantastic the wind
tunnel measurements are. The vertical axis in Figure 6 is shown in kph, and on this
particular day the winds were quite modest (approximately 5 kph). The results show that
while the wind and ground speed data track very well (the same trend), in general the
wind speed is overpredicting the ground speed by a small margin. Following this lap, a
small correction to the wind sensor calibration coefficients are implemented (this is done
so autonomously with AEROLAB Tech algorithms but at the time of the ride with Ray, it
was done manually as we were still testing the algorithm). The resulting corrected wind
data is shown in Figure 7. This new calibration was used for the 2nd lap and would be used
for all subsequent rides. The two lower plots shown in Figure 6 illustrate the
corresponding elevation and % grade of the road throughout the first lap. The elevation
data is obtained directly from a barometric altimeter (uncorrected for drift) and the %
grade from the elevation measurements. Note that from the start to the end of the lap,
there is a difference in the recorded elevation, 1172 [m] vs 1185 [m], which highlights the
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known difficulty in using barometers for elevation measurement: They are prone to drift
associated to daily atmospheric pressure changes. Alternative methods of measuring the
elevation include GPS, accelerometers, and inclinometers. We leave this concept to the
imagination of the reader as the algorithms used by AeroLab Tech remain proprietary.
Figure 8 shows the corrected wind speed plotted with the corrected wind yaw angle as
measured by the multi‐hole probe. It is important to highlight that during the first loop,
Ray noticed the wind yaw angle was measured to be often less than zero (negative values).
Given the knowledge that Ray rode on a looped course, the data suggested a probe
alignment issue. In particular, the sensor system was found to be mounted out of
alignment with the bike heading by about 1.5 degrees – not too bad when mounting ‘by
eye’! Following the completion of the first lap, Ray mentioned that he thought the probe
was slightly out of alignment. AeroLab Tech’s algorithms displayed this angular deviation
information and for small angular deviations (less than about 1 degree), the algorithms
simply adjust the yaw measurement calibration coefficients accordingly (nothing is
required to be done by the user). For large angular deviations, the display will indicate
that the sensor must be adjusted, indicate the direction of adjustment (clockwise or
counter‐clockwise), and the magnitude of the adjustment. This is an area where AeroLab
Tech engineers are currently innovating – we have algorithmic adjustments to calibrations
for yaw and wind speed that work in tandem. As well, we are developing a mounting
system that helps to ensure angular misalignments are less than 1 degree relative to the
direction of heading. This will be critical to ensuring a high degree of confidence in the
wind measurements and associated drag coefficient measurements. For the data collected
during this ride, we have corrected the wind yaw measurements algorithmically and they
are plotted in Figure 8.
Some discussion should be reserved for considering the validity of the measured yaw
angles. Considering there does not seem to be any trend relative to the direction of travel,
this would suggest quite a calm day, with changes in local convective flows driven by
passing traffic, small changes in terrain, and local thermal gradients driving bulk air
motion around the terrain (note, data acquired on windy days, which will be discussed in
a subsequent article, will be demonstrated to have a dominant directionality in the ground
frame of reference). Nevertheless, we were lucky to have a second rider (Robert) on the
same day leading out in front of Ray (see Figure 3 for a nice photo of Robert in action!).
Figure 9 shows the wind velocity and wind yaw angle data from Robert. Amidst the chaos
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of large scale motions driving small changes in wind yaw, two points of interest are the
beginning and end of the ride, where two very distinct dips in the wind yaw angle can be
seen from both riders. In Figure 8 this occurs at approximately the 3.5 minute and 18
minute mark of the data (Ray’s data), and in Figure 9 this occurs at approximately the 3
minute and 17.5 minute mark of the data (Robert’s data). Given that Robert was leading
on Lap 1 by approximately 30 seconds, it comes as no surprise to see the same physics
captured in wind yaw changes by both riders. The low wind speeds encountered gave rise
to local peaks in wind yaw of plus or minus 3 degrees (using 30 second averaging). For
reference, a cyclist moving at 20‐60kph, only a 0‐5 kph cross wind would be necessary to
establish such yaw measurements, and this is consistent with the conditions experienced
and available historical weather data (Springbank Airport and Calgary International
Airport data on September 25th, 2017, at approximately 2‐4pm; note, measurements are
conducted from a 10 meter tower that is unobstructed from local terrain). Given the
nature of the low wind speeds and yaw angles experienced on this particular day, we will
leave a more detailed discussion of wind yaw and its aerodynamic effects to another
article.
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Figure 6 – Lap 1 ground speed, wind speed, elevation, and grade data. Note that the
elevation and grade data are uncorrected based on barometric altimeter data.

Figure 7 – Lap 1 ground speed, corrected wind speed. Correction applied in this
case is a simple linear scaling (other corrective methods are proprietary and not
included in this documentation)
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Figure 8 – Lap 1 wind speed and wind yaw angle from Ray Maker.

Figure 9 – Lap 1 wind speed and wind yaw angle from Robert Crane.
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THE POWER BALANCE EQUATION
One particularly intuitive way of looking at the state of a bicycle‐rider system is to look at
the overall energy inputs, outputs, and internal energy changes from a control volume
analysis perspective. The energy balance is also often written as a power balance
equation, where if one considers some average input power over a very short time
interval ∆t, this input power is approximately balanced by the summation of the average
power associated to: (i) drag, (ii) rolling resistance, (iii) change in kinetic energy over the
time interval, (iv) gain or loss of potential energy, (v) frictional losses depending on the
location of the power measurement, (vi) change in rotational kinetic energy over the time
interval, and (vii) rotational drag of the wheels (hopefully I didn’t leave anything out!). An
example of the power balance terms is shown in Figure 10 for Lap 1 of Ray Maker’s data.
Part of the reason for generating Figure 10 is a sanity check on the data. Another can be
used for analysis of what energy sources are dominating over different sections of the
course. One can imagine the balance of power terms to drastically change depending on if
the rider is drafting, climbing, descending, or sprinting. Correlations can be drawn to link
the changes in CdA and Crr to these different situations.

Figure 10 – Lap 1 power balance from Ray Maker (power shown in watts).

COEFFICIENT OF DRAG AREA (CDA)
Figure 11 shows the coefficient of drag area (CdA) and wind velocity for Lap 1 of Ray
Maker’s ride data. For the first 90 seconds of riding, the AeroLab Tech sensor system is
collecting information which is used for computing both CdA and Crr in real‐time. The
system is testing different time intervals over which CdA and Crr can be evaluated, and
using this information to adjust the overall time delay for the rider (i.e., over what time
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interval can CdA and Crr be evaluated accurately?). Our sensors are currently using a 30
second time delay. It is a challenging question to answer – what time interval provides the
most accurate CdA and Crr estimate? Initially one would expect that the longer the time
interval, the more accurate the final estimation for CdA and Crr (more data is often
better), but this is NOT the case if you are attempting to resolve changes in CdA and Crr
with time! If we accept the fact that CdA and Crr will both potentially change with time,
with the changes to CdA potentially being quite significant (up to 40% or more from aero
position to the hoods), then we should seek to detect those changes as accurately and
quickly as possible. Hence, it becomes an exercise in determining a time interval where
confidence in CdA is high along with the capacity to respond to transient events during a
ride. Now we have not addressed the transient nature of Crr in this article (in an effort to
keep it from blowing up into a 100+ page thesis!). AeroLab Tech sensors do not make ANY
assumptions about Crr. No coast‐down test is required. Instead, we determine Crr in real‐
time along with CdA. Crr will likely have a significantly higher relative error (%) simply
due to its value being extremely small and the overall power associated with rolling
resistance being only one order of magnitude larger than the order of accuracy for a
typical power meter. That said, by allowing Crr to be determined in real‐time, a rider can
change from pavement to hard packed gravel and the measurements will reflect such
changes (we will expand on this in another article dedicated to Crr). Now, back to Figure
11.
From t = 4.5 [min] to 9 [min], CdA remains relatively flat and just slightly below 0.30. Ray
was in an aero position during this time period and only briefly was on the hoods in an
upright position while cornering on the first right turn (top right corner in Figure 5).
Small fluctuations in the CdA during the t =4.5 [min] to t = 9 [min] interval are attributed
to a combination of the true physics of CdA variability in addition to the noise level of the
measurement itself. Decoupling the noise from the expected natural CdA variability is a
difficult task, one which we are planning to lead through a combination of wind tunnel
and field testing measures under carefully controlled conditions (stay tuned for more on
this in 2018). From t = 9 [min] to t = 12 [min], the CdA climbs to nearly 0.35. During this
phase of the loop, several aspects of the ride were dynamic (adjustments to body
position/comfort, cornering a stop sign while approaching Springbank Rd, passing
vehicles along Springbank Rd, accidentally approaching the draft zone of the lead rider,
and significant speed variability through the small rolling terrain). Considering all of the
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listed factors, it is quite challenging to diagnose. The same can be said for the end of the
ride, where CdA increases again slightly above 0.4 (though I recall Ray being in a less
aerodynamic position here due to a long hill climb). In a similar manner to the previous
discussion of wind yaw, we can view and assess the ride data from Robert Crane, who
completed the course at the same time. The CdA results for Robert Crane are plotted in
Figure 12. Comparing Figure 11 and 12, it can be seen that a global meandering trend in
CdA exists between the two riders. This leaves a few possibilities to ponder when moving
forward to the next section. Do any sensor inaccuracies inherent in the system give rise to
variability in CdA? (the answer to this question is speculated to be NO for large scale
changes on the order of 5% of CdA seen in this particular case – we have completed over
50 loops of this 10km course collecting data and have a reasonable estimate of our
instantaneous CdA accuracy).
Was the passage of vehicles over different stretches of road having any cumulative effect
on CdA? Were terrain changes in play that would lead to significant wind velocity
gradients over the height of the rider? Could the Wind Yaw angle play a role here on CdA?
Could non‐linearities exist in the wind and wind yaw calibrations? Or am I being silly and
forgetting that both Rob and Ray had to use their brakes once or twice on corners (to be
revisited later)? What about ground velocity accuracy on corners, could this throw some
errors in with GPS sensors? Is there a Reynolds number effects on CdA, like that observed
in the wind tunnel testing from Debraux et al. (see Figure 13)? We already have answers
to many of these questions and are seeking answers to the remaining as we conduct a
sensitivity analysis via injection of random noise and drifting noise in each of our sensor
measurements. As well, we continue to carry out full scale wind tunnel testing in
collaboration with our partners. We are taking a scientific approach that will require an
unprecedented level of experimental rigor. The result will (hopefully) be a proposed gold
standard for real‐time cycling aerodynamics measurements.
Summary of benefits with AEROLAB Tech for real‐time CdA measurements:





No coast‐down procedure is required.
There is no assumed CdA value that is taken as a “baseline” CdA from any kind of
coast‐down procedure. Your baseline CdA is established from real ride data.
The user is not required to input any assumed or measured Crr.
Calibration prior to riding does not require a flat surface.
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All sensors have temperature compensation for ease in calibration.
There is no minimum wind velocity for performing a CdA measurement, though a
future publication will highlight the error propagation at low speeds and
demonstrate how the CdA accuracy is altered.
Wind yaw is incorporated into the CdA calculation, enabling correlations to be
made between CdA and wind yaw.
Wind sensor calibration is dynamically adjusted with the inclusion of body position
sensing as required (coming in 2018).
No auxiliary sensors are required aside from a direct force power meter.

Figure 11 – Lap 1 CdA and wind speed data from Ray Maker.
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Figure 12 – Lap 1 CdA and wind speed data from Robert Crane. Robert was riding
upright for the majority of his ride as it was a basic warm‐up lap for him.

Figure 13 – Variability of CdA with wind tunnel speed for three cyclists in a fixed
upright position. (P. Debraux, F. Grappe, A.V. Manolova, & W. Bertucci (2011)
Aerodynamic drag in cycling: methods of assessment, Sports Biomechanics, 10:3, pp.
197‐218)
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LAP 2 DATA
For lap 2 data, we will focus on CdA variability under the conditions of drafting vs non‐
draft, and highlight some interesting concepts. Figure 14 shows the wind speed and CdA
variability for Ray Maker on Lap 2. Similarly, we have the wind speed and CdA variability
for Robert Crane on Lap 2 shown in Figure 15. Robert started this lap leading out, and his
corresponding CdA is around 0.325, similar to the same section on Lap 1. Robert
continued to lead until the 8 minute mark, where he was passed by Ray. So, from about 3‐
8 minutes into the second lap (Figure 14), Ray was in a strong drafting position, holding
tight to Roberts rear wheel. You can see from the CdA curve that during this time interval,
Ray’s CdA was extremely high, higher than ever recorded before on open tests without
drafting. This high CdA reflects the fact that the wind sensor, which is positioned slightly
below the aerobars on Ray’s bike, is hidden in the draft of the lead rider (for example,
compare Ray’s wind speed and ground speed in Figure 14 for t = 3‐8 [min]). So, the wind
sensor is measuring the ideal draft (perceived wind in that location). This does not mean
that Ray’s entire body is exposed to that same draft wind. In fact, it is quite the opposite as
Ray is a much larger rider than Robert. A good portion of Ray’s body is being struck by
external wind at a much higher velocity than that measured by the wind sensor. This
higher wind is generating substantially more drag, and so the measured CdA becomes
much more sensitive to the quality of the riders drafting position. Most experienced
cyclists who have ‘heard’ about CdA, would presume that in a draft, there is less drag
experienced, and so there is lower CdA. Indeed, it is true that Ray’s power to overcome his
aerodynamic drag was significantly reduced while drafting, but his CdA in fact increases
owing to the fact that the wind sensor is providing an idealized wind speed in a drafting
position. In cases like this, it may be more instructive or intuitive for a rider to focus on
their aerodynamic power rather than CdA as this value will always decrease in the
presence of a drafting effect. The only alternative, is to have some form of wireless
communication between wind sensor units that would enable the ‘lead’ riders
experienced wind velocity be used in the CdA computation (a topic perhaps for future
thought). Once Ray passes Robert at t = 8 [min], his CdA plummets to normal values.
Conversely, Robert’s CdA has a small hump at t = 8 [min] due to the pass, and as he moved
into a draft position, his CdA climbs to significantly higher values for the same reasons as
stated above. In general, since Robert is a smaller rider, he is able to keep his measured
CdA lower during drafting, as the peak CdA is about 0.55, while for Ray, the peak CdA at t =
6 [min] was 0.75. Ray is passed again by Robert at t = 12 [min], and as Ray moves into a
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Figure 14 – Lap 2 CdA and wind speed data from Ray Maker.

Figure 15 – Lap 2 CdA and wind speed data from Rob Crane.
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draft position, his CdA begins to climb significantly. However, as both Ray and Robert are
climbing a hill during the last portion of the loop (t = 14‐16 [min]) the drafting effects are
damped as they are both moving at very low speeds.
GOLDEN CHEETAH AND VIRTUAL ELEVATION
Over the past few years, many engineers have turned to Golden Cheetah to analyze ride
data and make some predictions for CdA based on an assumed Crr for the cyclist. Without
any wind sensor, test runs were only conducted on calm days (zero wind). AeroLab wind
sensors enable such an analysis to be conducted anytime, although there is a very
important caveat: Golden Cheetah will only provide information on the best‐fit CdA based
on the collected data from the entire ride (a single aggregate value of CdA which fits the
data). Here, I will discuss the Golden Cheetah platform and sample ride analysis with Ray
Maker (lap 1). The data analysis will provide some guidance on the limitations of Golden
Cheetah and also provide some information on the variability of CdA during the ride. The
analysis shown here is for purposes of demonstration, since many readers will be familiar
with Golden Cheetah and view this as a type of ‘validation’ of the AeroLab sensor data.
Figure 16 shows a screenshot from Aerolab Chung Analysis carried out on Ray Makers Lap
1 data. The horizontal axis displays the distance in kilometers, while the vertical axis
displays the elevation in meters. The green curve corresponds to the measured ‘true’
elevation, while the blue curve corresponds to the computed ‘virtual’ elevation. In this
case, we have selected a fixed Crr of 0.0055 (obtained via a regression‐based approach to
determining Crr), and selected a CdA value which would guarantee that the virtual
elevation starts and ends at the same elevation (one 10km loop). This CdA value turns out
to be 0.3271. Interestingly, the time‐average CdA value as computed from Figure 11 is
0.3211. The values are within 2%, which is (in my opinion) incredibly good considering
the time average value will be dependent on the interval over which CdA is computed in
real time. Focusing on Figure 16, it is easy to identify that the virtual elevation shows
significant departures from the true elevation throughout. In terms of drag (assuming Crr
is constant and no other forms of unmodeled losses exist), when the difference between
the virtual elevation and true elevation is decreasing (becoming more negative as seen for
Section A in Figure 16), this means that the actual drag coefficient is lower than the
chosen aggregate value. When the difference between the virtual elevation and true
elevation is constant, this means that the actual drag coefficient is closely matching the
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chosen aggregate value. Finally, when the difference between the virtual elevation and
true elevation is increasing (becoming less negative in Section B of Figure 16), this means
that the actual drag coefficient is higher than the chosen aggregate value. Clearly, the true
nature of CdA on this first loop conducted by Ray was quite variable. For completeness in
demonstrating the use of GoldenCheetah, it is important to highlight non‐uniqueness of
the results. If you do not have an accurate measure for Crr, one can imagine quite a few
different values that could be “assumed” in order to compute CdA. Examples of this for Crr
= 0.0045 and Crr = 0.007 are shown in Figures 17 and 18. The “best fit” for Crr = 0.0045 is
CdA = 0.3415, while the “best fit” for Crr = 0.007 is CdA = 0.3019. Hence, it is absolutely
critical that Crr values be measured or estimated with accuracy, otherwise, the riders CdA
values will be highly inaccurate. (Note: specific protocols can be done using multiple
loops of the same course with a controlled ground velocity to determine an aggregate Crr
and CdA using solely a Chung‐type analysis. This does not apply to the data analyzed
herein ‐ will be discussed in more detail during upcoming validation studies).
To assess the level of the variations in CdA is quite cumbersome in Golden Cheetah. One
can try to fit the virtual and true elevations section by section in order to estimate what
the CdA may have been for each section of the course. Figure 19 shows the Virtual
Elevation plot for the regression‐measured Crr = 0.0055 and best‐fit CdA = 0.308,
significantly lower than the best fit value of 0.3271. The results clearly show a significant
increase in virtual elevation through the ride relative to the true elevation indicating the
selected CdA value of 0.308 is too low! That said, there is very good alignment in the first
stretch (Section A), suggesting that perhaps the drag coefficient of the rider was lower in
this section. This agrees extremely well with the real‐time CdA shown in Figure 11. If one
ignores the first 300 meters of data (where CdA is still becoming stabilized as data is
collected), the time‐average CdA of Section A is 0.3078, a near perfect match to the CdA
obtained from Golden Cheetah (Figure 19).
It is evident in Figure 19 that a significant loss of energy occurs just after the 4km mark.
The difference between the virtual and true elevation quickly jumps to a very large value.
Assessing where this occurs on the course, it is found to be precisely the location of the
stop sign intersection between Range Road 31 and Springbank Rd (Figure 6). It was on
approach of this stop sign that I believed Ray stood upright and may have applied the
brakes as he rounded the corner. The data certainly suggests that something significant
has happened resulting in a loss of energy. Consistent with this, is the real‐time CdA data
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in Figure 11, which shows an increase in CdA up to about 0.4. Moreover, the same kind of
increase in CdA occurred at the same point in Robert Cranes ride, supporting the idea that
both riders suffered significant energy losses navigating the intersection. The CdA
estimation is affected by this over a length of time due to the data interval used for
computing CdA. The final section of interest in the Golden Cheetah analysis is the final
climb (Section B). On this climb we expect a higher CdA than the aggregate value since the
difference between the virtual elevation and true elevation is increasing (becoming less
negative in Fig. 17). Figure 20 shows a best fit CdA for that section of the course to be
approximately CdA = 0.3932 for the regression‐measured Crr = 0.0055. In Figure 11, the
CdA increases on the final climb (Ray moves out of Aero position) and the time‐average
value on the course for Section B is CdA = 0.3971. The results are within 1% of each other.
With the above analysis, one may be able to speculate on the validation of the sensor data
‐ it looks to be matching what would be obtained from a section‐by‐section Chung
analysis! This is not particularly surprising as I have explicitly stated that the sensor
algorithms are combining real‐time regression with real‐time Chung to obtain real‐time
CdA. It simply provides evidence that the sensor data reflects what AeroLab has stated
publicly. Nevertheless, we are in a relentless pursuit of perfection. Clearly the sensor was
not able to detect and remove collected ride data where the significant energy loss
occurred about 4km into the ride (speculated to be associated with GPS velocity
computation while rounding the corner as well as application of brakes). The good news,
is that this can be worked out algorithmically with more sophisticated use of our sensor
data.
AeroLab Technology has completed its own in‐house virtual elevation analysis code,
extending on the capacities which exist in Golden Cheetah. In particular, our code includes
variability in Crr, enables section by section analysis of CdA, and enables laps to be
specified in a user‐friendly way. This code is currently being ported into a simple App
(should the rider choose to utilize it).
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Virtual Elevation
True Elevation

A

B

Figure 16 – Lap 1 Golden Cheetah Analysis for Ray Maker. Crr = 0.0055, and CdA =
0.3271.
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Virtual Elevation
True Elevation

Figure 17 – Lap 1 Golden Cheetah Analysis for Ray Maker. Crr = 0.0045, and CdA =
0.3415. *Demonstration of non‐uniqueness*
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Virtual Elevation
True Elevation

Figure 18 – Lap 1 Golden Cheetah Analysis for Ray Maker. Crr = 0.007, and CdA =
0.3019. *Demonstration of non‐uniqueness*
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Virtual Elevation
True Elevation
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B

Figure 19 – Lap 1 Golden Cheetah Analysis for Ray Maker. Crr = 0.0055, and CdA =
0.3080.
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Virtual Elevation
True Elevation
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B

Figure 20 – Lap 1 Golden Cheetah Analysis for Ray Maker. Crr = 0.0055, and CdA =
0.3932.
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SUMMARY
This technology overview provides a detailed description of the operation and use of
AeroLab Tech sensors. The purpose is not to validate all aspects of the technology, but
rather provide an introduction so that all subsequent articles detailing validation test
cases can be readily understood. The validation studies that are presently underway or
near completion are as follows:
6) The effects of sensor noise on CdA accuracy using AeroLab Tech sensors (see
aerolab.tech blog).
7) Effects of wind yaw on CdA from field test data (data processing presently
underway).
8) Methodology behind computing Crr in real time (confidential algorithms with
patent pending status)
9) Effects of time averaging interval on CdA measurements and their interpretation
(confidential algorithms with patent pending status).
10)Comparison between wind tunnel measurements and AeroLab Tech CdA –
Establishing a gold‐standard for real‐time CdA measurements.
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Company Information
GENERAL Contact Information
AeroLab Tech
Tel 403‐818‐1133
Website: www.AeroLab.Tech
Technical Email Requests: Chris@AeroLab.Tech
Business Email Requests: Kelly@AeroLab.Tech
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